INTRODUCTION

Physical mapping of human chromosomes at a resolution of 100 kb to 1 Mb will provide important reagents
Low-resolution physical maps of human chromofor gene identification and framework templates for ultimately determining the complete DNA sequence. Se-somes serve as a scaffold upon which higher resolution quence-tagged site (STS) content mapping, coupled maps, and ultimately complete genomic sequence, can with large fragment cloning in yeast artificial chromo-be placed and are the focus of several extensive efforts. somes, provides an efficient mechanism for producing Sequence-tagged sites (STSs; Olson et al., 1989) have first-generation, low-resolution maps of human chro-proven to be useful and powerful tools for the construcmosomes. Previously, we produced a set of standard-tion of physical maps in the 100-kb to 1-Mb range of ized STSs for human chromosome 11 regionally local-resolution when used to evaluate various typing reized by fluorescence in situ hybridization or somatic sources such as a genomic clone library, somatic cell or cell hybrid analysis. In this paper, we used these as well radiation reduction hybrid set, or other DNA collection, as other STSs to map over 900 YAC clones to chromo-using amplification by the polymerase chain reaction some 11, organize yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) (PCR; Saiki et al., 1988) . Through identifying members clones into contigs by STS content, and identify 109 of the resource containing the STSs, long-range maps islands spanning an estimated 218 Mb on the 126-Mb may be constructed by STS content typing. In most chromosome. Since about 62% of the islands contain applications of this technique, STSs are typed on librarmarkers ordered on chromosome 11 by genetic or radia-ies of yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) allowing the tion hybrid analysis, this data set represents a first-assembly of contiguous clone sets spanning large reorder approximation of a physical map of human chro-gions of several human chromosomes (Freije and mosome 11. This set of clones, contigs, and associated Schlessinger, 1992; Carrozzo et al., 1992; Butler et al., STSs will provide the material for the production of a 1992; Slim et al., 1993) and the entirety of human chrocontinuous overlapping set of YACs as well for high-mosomes Y and 21 (Foote et al., 1992; resolution physical mapping based upon sampled and 1992) as well as the genomes of model organisms complete DNA sequencing. ᭧ 1995 Academic Press, Inc. (Kuspa et al., 1992; Lanzer et al., 1993) . The recent production of human genomic YAC libraries having insert sizes of more than 1 Mb, denoted ''megaYACs'' 1 Present address: Department of Genetics, Stanford University (Dausset et al., 1992) , has made the construction of have been described (Smith et al., 1993) and were selected using the eral medically important genetic loci, including genes program PRIMER specifying an annealing temperature of 60ЊC and for ataxia telangiectasia (Gatti et al., 1988) , cervical a primer length of 18-22 nucleotides. Additional STSs for this study carcinoma (Hampton et al., 1993) , acute leukemia (Dja-were derived from (1) published gene sequences appearing in the bali et al., 1992; Gu et al., 1992; Tkachuk et al., 1992) , Genome Data Base (GDB; Pearson et al., 1992) , On-line Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), GenBank (Burks et al., 1992) , and the and others. In recent years, a large collection of mapscientific literature and (2) raw sequence data derived by Généthon ping reagents have been assembled for chromosome (Paris) from which genetic markers were derived. Oligonucleotide 11, making more complete physical mapping possible primers were produced commercially by Genset, Inc. (La Jolla, CA) (Junien et al., 1992) . Additional resources include chro-and PCR amplification conditions (Saiki et al., 1988) determined as mosome-specific YAC libraries (Quin et al., 1993) , con-described previously (Smith et al., 1993) . STSs were derived to amplify at one of three standardized primer concentrations (833, 500, tig sets of localized YAC clones (Quin et al., 1995; Perlin and 250 nM) in a 20-ml reaction volume containing 10 mM Tris (pH et al., 1995) , genetic markers (Reed et al., 1994; Weis-8.8 ), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 200 mM each dNTP, 100 ng DNA, senbach et al., 1992; Julier et al., 1990) , and a radiation and 1.0 units of Taq DNA polymerase. Initial PCR conditions were reduction hybrid map (James et al., 1994) of chromo-denaturation at 94ЊC for 3 min; 35 cycles of 1 min at 94ЊC, 1 min at some 11. the predicted annealing temperature, and a 1-min extension at 72ЊC; final extension was at 72ЊC for 5 min. Primers were tested for ampliWith the goal of assembling a low-resolution YAC fication using human genomic DNA, DNA from the hybrid cell line contig map of chromosome 11, we recently prepared a J1 (Kao et al., 1977) containing human chromosome 11 in a CHO standardized set of 371 STS markers regionally local-cell background, hamster genomic DNA, and yeast DNA. Those ized to chromosome 11 by fluorescence in situ hybrid-primer pairs producing an amplification product of the expected size ization (FISH) or somatic cell hybrid analysis (Smith from human genomic DNA and J1 DNA and lacking a background amplification band of similar size in yeast were then used to type et al., 1993) . In this paper, we have supplemented these the CEPH MegaYAC library.
markers with additional STS markers for chromosome
Hybrid panel mapping. STSs produced in this study that had not 11 including genetic markers based on polymorphic been previously sublocalized to chromosome 11 were mapped using (CA) n repeats (Weissenbach et al., 1992 ; Gyapay et al., a somatic cell hybrid panel described previously and assigned to one 1994) and additional sequenced genes. This set of STSs of seven chromosomal subregions (Smith et al., 1993) . has been used to type a portion of a megabase YAC YAC library screening. The MegaYAC library was screened using library and to isolate a set of YAC a combinatorial pooled PCR screening strategy employing four levels of increasing refinement. The first two levels (the primary and secclones specific for chromosome 11. Using 485 STSs, ondary screens) are designed to map STSs to individual microtiter many of which correspond to ordered genetic markers plates of the YAC library; the final two levels (the tertiary and qua- (Weissenbach et al., 1992) or STSs placed on a radiation ternary screens) locate and confirm clones within previously identihybrid map (James et al., 1994) , 910 YAC clones were fied plates (Quackenbush et al., unpublished) . Briefly, the clones in isolated and assembled into 109 contigs spanning a each of 224 96-well microtiter plates were first collected into 15-ml tubes, and DNA was prepared for each of these plate pools as detotal length of more than 218 Mb of DNA with contig scribed . Microfuge tubes containing the pooled sizes ranging to more than 10 Mb. This set of reagents DNA were arranged in a 15 1 15 array and a set of 45 superpools represents substantial progress toward the assembly assembled by pooling sets of 15 plates. The superpools represent of a continuous overlapping set of clones spanning chro-horizontal rows, vertical columns, and diagonals in the 15 1 15 array. mosome 11, as well as providing a valuable clone set for The diagonals each contain 15 pooled plates as they wrap around the vertical edges of the grid. These 45 superpools were screened by further high-resolution mapping and for disease gene PCR with single STS primers, and candidate positive plates were identification.
identified by triple intersections of positive superpools. These were confirmed by testing pooled DNA previously prepared for individual plates. Clones in each confirmed positive plate were identified using
MATERIALS AND METHODS
a pseudo-three-dimensional strategy in which the z-coordinate (plate address) is already known. The 15 plates in each horizontal row of YAC clones and libraries. The megaYAC typing resource was conthe 15 1 15 array were collected into ''sets'' and stacked vertically. structed at the Centre d'É tude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) For each set, tertiary pools representing the 8 rows and 12 columns (Albertsen et al., 1990; Chumakov et al., 1992) and consists of approxwere collected, and DNA was prepared. Each pool consisted of DNA imately 1000 96-well microtiter plates containing individually arfrom all clones in a given row or column from the entire set of plates. chived clones. For this study, the last 225 plates of this library, plates For example, the ''A'' row pool consisted of DNA from clones A1 760 through 984 (excluding plate 971), which contain YACs with an through A12 from each of the 15 plates. DNA was also prepared average insert size greater than 1 Mb (Dausset et al., 1992) were directly in 96-well microtiter plates for all clones in each of the 224 used. This subset of the CEPH YAC library consisting of 21, 504 plates for the purpose of verifying individual clones. clones represents an estimated 7.2-fold coverage of the entire genome DNA preparation. DNA for the primary, secondary, and tertiary and is referred to as the ''MegaYAC'' library. Substantial analysis pools was prepared using an Autogen 540 DNA preparation robot using Alu-PCR fingerprinting as well as STS analysis has been car-(cycle 112) or a manual adaptation of that protocol. DNA used to ried out using this typing resource . Clones isoconfirm individual clones in the quaternary screen was prepared lated from this library are given the designation ''yMY'' followed by directly in 96-well microtiter plates using a protocol described prethe plate and well designation, i.e., yMY-923-E3.
viously (Chumakov et al., 1992) adapted for use on the Beckman Sequence tagged sites. Many of the STSs used in this study have Biomek 1000 robotic workstation. been described previously (Smith et al., 1993) and were designed to Map assembly and data display. All STS information including be used under standard amplification conditions. To supplement the name, locus name, primer sequence, annealing temperature, optimal STS screening set for this study, 45 additional STS primer pairs primer concentration, approximate mapping position, characterizawere designed using cosmid end sequences derived from clones in a tion results, and positive YAC clones was entered and archived in chromosome 11 flow-sorted cosmid library (denoted cSRL) as described previously (Smith et al., 1993) . Methods for producing STSs Genome Notebook, a relational genome mapping database designed for this purpose using 4th Dimension by S. Clark (Garner et al., To compile an initial STS content map using a YAC 1993) and running on a Macintosh Quadra 840 computer. Data were typing resource, a screening strategy was derived to exported to Segmap (provided by P. Green and C. Magness, Washing-maximize resulting data from the smallest number of ton University) and used to assemble YACs identified by STS mark-PCR amplification reactions. First, a set of clones maxers into contigs, to estimate overlaps based on STS content, and to assign the contigs to an approximate chromosomal location correimizing the YAC size was selected by using a subset sponding to cytogenetic bands using mapping information associated consisting predominantly of clones greater than 1 Mb with the STSs. YAC sizes were obtained from the CEPH database in size. Then, a screening strategy was derived in which (Dausset et al., 1992) and used to estimate coverage assuming that pools of YAC clones were constructed and screened STSs are evenly distributed within each YAC unless otherwise conthrough a robust, four-level pooling and screening poolstrained by consistency and continuity requirements. Data used to compile contigs in this paper, including primary screening data, are ing process intentionally designed to ensure a low falseavailable through the World Wide Web over Internet using Netscape positive rate. Unlike previous strategies (Green et al., or Mosaic browsing software at http://mcdermott.swmed.edu/. 1991), the screening strategy required simultaneous amplification of a PCR signal in three different DNA RESULTS pools to be scored as a positive, and STSs that showed a positive signal in fewer than three pools were scored as negative. This strategy, based upon row, column, Physical maps consisting of sets of ordered STSs are useful in that they provide rudimentary mapping infor-and diagonal pooling scheme, minimized the detection of false-positive clones, but consequently many positive mation as well as provide a set of DNA clones from which higher resolution maps and ultimately DNA se-clones were missed because of failed PCR amplification in one of the pools. Many of the STSs tested localized quence may be derived. With the intent of assembling a complete chromosome 11 physical map and sequencing candidate clones to a single plate or to rows or columns on a plate, but no single positive clone could ultimately template set, we previously generated a set of chromosome 11-specific STSs that can be amplified under stan-be verified. Wherever possible, consistency requirements within a contig allowed the proper clone to be dardized conditions and localized by fluorescence in situ hybridization or by somatic cell hybrid analysis. identified and tested, but in many cases additional data were unavailable. Unverified results are not included For analysis of YAC libraries and physical mapping by STS content typing, some of these STSs were found to in the data presented in this paper.
STS analysis of the MegaYAC collection showed that be inadequate for YAC library screening due to a high background with yeast DNA.
338 (69.7%) were successfully able to identify one or more YACs through a robust, four-level screening proFor the purposes of this study, 485 STSs were used from a variety of sources. Of the 371 STSs presented cess. The remaining markers had 0, 1, or 2 hits in YAC library pools and were thus scored as negatives, despite by Smith et al. (1993) , 355 were determined to be adequate for YAC screening by the absence of bands of the high likelihood that these markers were included in the library. This analysis resulted in the identificaappropriate size in yeast, and 69.9% of these gave acceptable typing results when used to screen YAC librar-tion of 909 YAC clones containing 1 or more of the 338 STSs on chromosome 11. Using the assembly program ies. Additional STSs were prepared using published primer sequences for 101 microsatellite markers used Segmap, 109 islands were identified including 90 contigs (groups of two or more overlapping clones) and 19 for genetic mapping of chromosome 11 (Weissenbach et al., 1992) and amplified (CA) n repeat elements, con-singlets. A summary of this data set is given in Table  2 , and more complete data, including complete names stituting D11S899 through D11S940 and D11S1307 through D11S1365. In general, the originally described and identification of STS content of YACs, can be obtained from an on-line database on the World Wide microsatellite markers failed to give consistent, reproducible results in YAC screening, and new oligonucleo-Web at http://mcdermott.swmed.edu/. The 90 contigs range in estimated sizes from less than 1 Mb to greater tide primers were designed from available raw genomic sequences. Additional STSs were prepared from anony-than 10 Mb, with contigs and islands together spanning an estimated total length of 203 Mb and representing mous end sequences determined from cosmids of a previously described chromosome 11-specific cosmid li-about 160% coverage of chromosome 11, assuming a chromosome size of 126 Mb. If this estimate of coverage brary (Smith et al., 1993) and provided 45 new STSs for YAC screening. Sixty percent of these gave positive is accurate, this suggests that many of the assembled contigs may overlap but the overlaps remain undetyping results on YAC libraries. Six additional STSs were prepared from published gene sequences localized tected with the number of STSs available. Additional screening and cone confirmation may confirm this sugto chromosome 11 obtained from the Genome Data Base (GDB), and 3 of these gave positive typing results. gestion.
Many of the STSs used for YAC library screening in In total, 338 STSs gave positive typing results under standardized conditions on a MegaYAC library con-this study correspond to genetically localized markers, cloned genes, or STSs also used for the assembly of sisting of 21,504 clones. The complete primer names, sequences, mapping locations, and amplification condi-a radiation hybrid map of chromosome 11. Thus, the assembled contigs could be correlated with RH hybrid tions of newly derived STSs for this study are given in Table 1 .
''bin'' maps to further establish order and coverage of a Locations of loci were determined by (a) STS content mapping, (b) cell hybrid analysis, and (c) from the GBD.
the chromosome. Of the 109 islands, 60 correspond radiation hybrid map, as well as the distribution of coverage of chromosome 11. The minimal size of assemwith locations or bins on the radiation hybrid map (James et al., 1994 ). An additional 9 have been localized bled contigs was estimated from the approximate extent of contig coverage, and the previously determined by somatic cell hybrid analysis or by FISH but did not contain a marker used for the RH map and thus could sizes of YACs in this collection are displayed in Table 2 .
These estimates represent a minimum since the actual not be correlated. The other 41 islands remain unassigned. Figure 1 shows the distribution of YAC contigs coverage of the contig cannot be determined without detailed physical mapping of each. Where this strategy and their mapping positions relative to the genetic and S2081-S921-S1228-S1059-S2082-S1122-S1082-NGK2-SAA-S1310-LDHC-3-S1205-S1168-S1064-S2034-S1308-S1075-S1034-S1233-S1165-S865-S114-S2049-S1106-S1162-S1120-S1206-S1195-S915-S1184-S1060-S419-S1141-CALCB-CALCP-CALCA-S861-S1186-PROS30-S1068-S1348-S1307-S2037-PTH-S1099-S1154-S875-S1222-S1049-S1315 C34 36 3 1 1.6 S902 C7 48 33 10 4.8 S1152-S1208-S1098-S1112-S1220-BDNF-S1149-S930-S1172-S929 C17 .02 ACP2-S1225-S2039-S1085-S1219-S1344 C39 86 8 2 1.75 S1350-S1179 C56 87 17 5 1.38 S1109-S1156-S870-S1326-S1105 C47 91-96 19 10 3 S1194-SSRP1-S1204-CTNF1-S956-TCN1-S1176-GIF-S1335-OSBP C51 2.5 S1135-S901-S1133-S1180 C69 141 10 4 1.74 S1198-S1065-S1178-S1354 C77 146 1 1 0.95 TYR C62 147 17 4 1.77 S1342-S1358-S931-S1087 C68 148 37 9 3 S873-S1332-S1159-S1056-S1039-S1174-S1160-S2057-S1058 C79 155 15 5 3 S1215-S1026-S919-S1333-S953E C76 156 17 3 1.76 S917-S1200-S1189 C80 161 50 14 2.4 S940-S1317-S923-S876-S35-S1040-S2035-S1028-CLG1-S1167-STMY2-S1192-CLG-STMY1 C18 171 8 4 1.6 S1322-S2040-S1213-S1170 C87 171 14 5 2.91 S1232-IL1BCE-GLUR4-S1074-S2058 C81 173 36 15 4.9 S1182-ACAT-S384-S1231-S1224-S1063-S492-S1211-S1038-S1158-S1137-S1347-CRYA2-S2047-S1016 C83 180 18 10 3.37 NCAM-S938-S1004-S1202-S1077-S1235-S908-S2036-S2038-S1136 C92 191 21 7 2.3 S2060-S1082-S943E-APOA1-S1169-S1341-S1356 C82 1.78 S1316-S1023-S964-S936-S1353-S488 C96 213-215 10 4 1.5 S1236-S933-S1147-S1041 230-231 10 8 2 S1011-S1199-S1161-S1009-NFRKB-X1083-S1153-S1175 C61 234 41 18 3.2 S905E-S1006-S1116-S1157-S874-S1035-S1124-S1229-S1164-S910-S1320 C6 p15.5-p11.1 5 2 1.79 S1181-S1130 C5 p15.5-p11. resulted in the assembly of contigs, an order of the (1994) is available through the World Wide Web at http://mcdermott.swmed.edu/. included STSs could be predicted. The predicted order of STSs for all contigs is listed in Table 2 , and an example of a YAC contig assembled by STS content mapping DISCUSSION and assigned to an RH location is shown in Fig. 2 . The complete data set including initial screening data and Physical mapping of human chromosomes is a significant undertaking for the eventual determination of correlation with the RH hybrid data of James et al. et al. (1991) have analyzed the anticipated results of theoretical contig building projects using STSmegabase-size YACs, has already provided substantial resources for further refinement of physical maps in based strategies, and the results of this effort are consistent with the expected depth of coverage and statistithe form of collections of localized clones . Thus, superficially, physical mapping of human cal distribution of data.
DNA sequences
However, the construction of a first-pass low-resoluchromosomes appears to be a straightforward undertaking.
tion physical map is complicated by problems and artifacts inherent in YAC cloning strategies and relating We undertook the construction of physical maps of chromosome 11 with the initial aim of localizing trans-to the highly artifactual nature of YAC clones. Previous experience with YAC cloning has shown that these and location breakpoints associated with acute leukemias (Djabali et al., 1992) and eventually with the aim of other YAC libraries contain a high degree of interclone chimeras. A minimal rate of chimerism can be estimore complete mapping of the entire chromosome. To this end, a collection of STSs designed to amplify under mated by fluorescence in situ hybridization. Previous analysis of YAC clones from another YAC library by standard conditions and now approaching 455 loci were prepared (Smith et al., 1993) . To simplify the analysis fluorescence in situ hybridization demonstrated that 43% of the clones were chimeric containing portions of and to expedite the coverage of the majority of the chromosome with YAC islands, only a subset of the entire two different chromosomes and 2% contained portions of three or more chromosomes . CEPH YAC collection was utilized comprising the 21,504 largest YAC clones, which were organized in Since FISH would not detect chimerism where less than 20% of the clone comes from a second site, these pools and screened using this collection of STSs. In addition, a highly stringent criterion was used for scor-analyses should be considered minimal estimates.
Analysis of the YAC collection utilized here suggested ing positive clones where the STS was required to amplify in each of three individual pools. This technique a somewhat higher rate of chimerism, on the order of 65% (unpublished results). The effects of chimeric was designed to minimize false-positive PCR amplification at the expense of missing a substantial number clones contained in libraries on STS ordering has been analyzed (Arratia et al., 1991) , but since the STSs used of positive YAC clones. In addition, the set of STSs utilized was carefully selected to include a large num-in this study were previously determined to be located on chromosome 11, this effect would be reduced. Howber of markers that had been genetically linked to locations on chromosome 11 (Gyapay et al., 1994) or in-ever, while ordering information may be reasonably reliable, size and distance information cannot be accucluded in radiation hybrid analysis (James et al., 1994) to allow more precise ordering and localization of con-rately determined due to this chimera frequency.
More concerning than the problem of random chimetigs on the chromosome. In general, where comparisons are possible, the order and localization of STSs agree rism is the question of intrachromosomal chimerism, artifactual linkage of STSs by a YAC clone containing with these other two data sets.
The results of this analysis were that 335 of the 455 two discontinuous pieces of the same chromosome. In this data set, the number of inconsistent linkages of chromosome 11 STSs detected positive clones through the stringent screening process, and the resulting 909 clones spanning two noncontiguous RH bins suggests that the rate of intrachromosomal chimerism is much YAC clones could be assembled into 109 contig islands. The analysis orders many STSs within contigs and higher than statistically anticipated. This type of artifact would lead to inaccurate linkage of unlinked STSs presents a valuable data set for further confirmation of the map by additional methods, such as restriction as well as generating an internally inconsistent map without auxiliary anchoring information, such as gemapping of the YAC clones or by Alu-PCR fingerprinting analysis. The high calculated percentage of cover-netically or RH-linked markers. Since chromosome 11 represents 4.2% of the human genome, the frequency age of the chromosome may indicate that many of the assembled contigs indeed overlap and cover a majority of chromosome 11 intrachromosomal chimeras in whole genome libraries would be expected to be low, on the of the chromosome, although these overlaps would not be detected by this analysis. Given the expected high order of 0.17%. However, evaluation of the data obtained in this study suggested, based upon the fredegree of coverage, additional strategies such as PCRbased end-specific probes (Quin et al., 1995) or produc-quency of YAC clones apparently linking STSs known to be in separate cytogenetic locations, that the fretion of YAC-end-specific STSs by plasmid rescue (Her -FIG. 1 . The distribution of YAC clones and contigs, mapped according to genetic or RH position, are shown alongside an integrated genetic, radiation hybrid, and physical map of chromosome 11. YAC contigs assembled using STS content mapping and localized by virtue of an included genetic or RH marker are shown (not to scale). Characteristics of contigs and islands are given in Table 2 , and full details including YAC clone designations can be obtained from http://mcdermott.swmed.edu/ over the World Wide Web. Genetic mapping data are from Gyapay et al. (1994) and RH mapping data from James et al. (1994) .
quency of intrachromosomal chimeras is between 10 and 20%. In the absence of confirming localization information, such as genetic or radiation hybrid information, precise ordering based upon STS content mapping alone would be complicated in many cases. Possible reasons for an apparent high intrachromosomal chimera rate include joining of clones through homologous recombination at chromosome-specific repeats, or, more likely, the internal deletion of portions of very large DNA fragments during ligation, cloning, or transformation. While the precise nature of these artifacts cannot be easily determined, it is noteworthy that other YAC libraries, including chromosome-specific libraries, show a similar high rate of intrachromosomal chimerism.
An additional artifact complicating the construction of physical maps is the apparent frequency of ''STS loss'' in contigs assembled from this data. That is, about 75% of the identified YACs that link two or more STSs allow assembly of internally consistent maps based upon STS content. However, about 25% of the clones in contigs show mapping inconsistencies where one or more STSs are missing from the clone despite an apparent order of STSs established by the majority of members. One explanation for this effect is that, due to the high degree of PCR reliability demanded by the stringent screening used in this study, these represent false-negative clones where the STS is actually present but failed to be detected through screens on all three pools. A second possibility is that the clone actually lacks the STS due to an internal rearrangement or deletion in the YAC. Analysis of the results of the entire library screening, as well as detailed analysis of several subregions of the chromosome using additional mapping procedures (Selleri et al., , 1995 suggests that the latter is more likely in the majority of cases. In only a minority of the YACs analyzed has the STS been detected on subsequent screening. This disturbing result would suggest that a high frequency (about 25%) of YACs from commonly available libraries widely used for genomic analysis contain deletions or rearrangements. If verified, this may make other means of physical mapping, using other vector systems, more attractive for eventual high-resolution analysis and complete sequencing of the human genome.
The YAC library utilized in this study was expected to represent a 7.2-fold coverage of the genome, based upon clone numbers and size estimates available. Our analysis (Fig. 3) suggests that the apparent depth of coverage with STSs available for this study was 4.7-fold, or 63.5% of that anticipated. There are several explanations for this apparent lower coverage. It may be that the false-negative rate in our screening is as   FIG. 2 . YAC contig assembled by STS content screening on a megabase YAC library, a subset of the CEPH YAC genomics library . Contig C80, located at RH position 161 and linking 14 STSs, is shown.
high as 36.5% as a result of the redundant information that our screening strategy requires. However, such a result may also occur through loss of clones in replication and transfer of the YAC library from laboratory to laboratory. Regardless of these considerations, this 1995). By comparing hybridization results, cosmids linking contigs can be identified and end-sequences determined to provide STSs that could then be used to confirm the overlap between these YACs. Application of this or one of the previously described directed strategies should allow the closure of the STS content map and the associated identification of a set of YACs spanning of the entire chromosome in a timely fashion. Other cloning methods, such as P1 or PAC clones, may also prove useful for mapping and sequencing efforts (Ioannou et al., 1994) .
One exciting application of the emerging low-resolution YAC map of chromosome 11 is the possibility of constructing high-resolution, 1-to 5-kb physical maps delineating sequence structures of biological relevance. While technically useful for cloning projects, YAC con- tion, locations of repetitive and other sequence structures, and regulatory control elements. We recently proposed a novel strategy referred to as ''genome sefunctionally 4.7-fold library should be sufficient to provide greater than 98% coverage of the chromosome.
quencing sampling'' (GSS; Smith et al., 1994) that allows construction of high-resolution sequence-based Therefore, we believe that apparent gaps in this physical map are due to an insufficient number of posi-physical maps from YAC contig information. Using this strategy, YACs from a minimum tiling set spanning a tive STSs necessary to identify all existing overlaps. At present, 338 STSs with an average separation of chromosome are used to select by hybridization a highredundancy set of cosmid clones that are organized into 373 kb have been successfully employed to map YACs from the CEPH MegaYAC library to the chromosome. contigs by restriction fingerprinting. Ordered sampled sequence may be a valuable tool for genomic analysis Experience and simple calculations (Arratia et al., 1991) indicate that an additional 100 STS anchors will (Selleri et al., 1995) and can serve as the template for complete chromosomal sequencing independent of be needed to detect all overlaps in the library and move toward closure. Closure techniques include a number clone libraries. The physical mapping data for human chromosome 11 presented here represents an imof strategies based upon either random or targeted cloning. A random strategy would employ STSs gener-portant first step toward achieving this goal. ated from chromosome-specific, nonlocalized cosmid clones or would consist primarily of anonymous STSs Directed or targeted STS production would require Department of Energy, and L.S. was an American Cancer Society the production of STSs specific to the ends of YACs Senior Fellow during the course of this work. located near the ends of existing contigs and could be created using a technique different from those applied REFERENCES here. End-specific STSs can be produced using a variety of techniques including YAC end-rescue (Hermanson Albertsen, H. M., Abderrahim, H., Cann, H. M., Dausset, J., Le Paset al., 1991) , inverse PCR (Ochman et al., 1988) , and lier, D., and Cohen, D. (1990) . Construction and characterization vectorette PCR (Riley et al., 1990 bridization using YAC DNA as a probe to detect sufficient clones to construct cosmid contigs (Selleri et al., Arratia, R., Lander, E. S., Tavaré, S., and Waterman, M. S. (1991).
